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The main reference

This talk: why did we study that property ?
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Differential positivity

A linear map is positive if it leaves a cone invariant.

A dynamical system is differentially positive if its linearization 
along an arbitrary trajectory is positive.
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Compared to contraction, 
                   a cone replaces the ball...

A linear map is (Lyapunov) stable if it leaves a ball invariant.

A dynamical system is differentially stable (non expanding) if 
its linearization along an arbitrary trajectory is Lyapunov 
stable.

In systems and control: Lohmiller & Slotine (1998), and many others since then...
Terminology: contraction, convergence, incremental stability, ...
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Textbook Perron-Frobenius theory

An obstacle to think of positivity as a 
geometric property? 
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As a geometric concept, positivity is not 
antagonist to oscillations
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Strict differential positivity and nonlinear oscillations

 Theorem 3 is a differential version of Perron-Frobenius theory.
 The corollary is akin to Poincare Bendixon theorem for planar 

systems.
 Strict differential positivity, similarly to the topology of the plane, 

enforces a one-dimensional asymptotic behavior.
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Plan for this talk

 Motivation (1): positivity and networks

 Motivation (2): positivity and monotonicity 

 Motivation (3): positivity on nonlinear spaces

 Motivation (4): positivity and interconnections
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Consensus theory and Hilbert metric

LCCC workshop
January 2010

R.  Sepulchre
University of Liege, Belgium

Recycling a few old slides...



Classical linear consensus theory

Uniform convergence to             (“consensus:               ”)
is proven under uniform  connectivity / irreducibility 
(Tsitsiklis, Jadbabaie et al., Moreau, ...)

Linear consensus algorithms are linear time-varying systems

where for each t,  A(t) is row stochastic, i.e.

A is nonnegative: 

each row sums to one:  



Convergence analysis and Lyapunov functions

It is known that no common quadratic Lyapunov exists in general.
(See Olshevsky & Tsitsiklis 08 for a discussion)

Tsitsiklis (1986) observed that 

is non increasing along the flow. 

Uniform convergence is established by showing the strict decay of  
over a finite horizon.



Birkhoff     Theorem

Let K a closed  solid cone in X a Banach space, with partial ordering      .

A is positive if A maps         to   

A is monotone if 

Theorem (G. Birkhoff, 1957): 

         Positive linear monotone mappings contract the Hilbert metric in       . 

         The contraction coefficient is

Note: Perron-Frobenius follows from contraction mapping theorem



Conclusions

Conic geometries are adapted to consensus theory ... 
Quadratic Lyapunov functions are’nt ...

Tsitsiklis Lyapunov function is a measure of contraction of the Hilbert metric.

Birkhoff theorem (positive monotone operators contract the Hilbert metric) 
applies to more general cones, e.g. the SDP cone.

Opens the way to a consensus theory in noncommutative spaces,
with a number of possible applications.

How to bridge the gap between contraction measures 
and the i/o approach to consensus ?



Contraction analysis of linear consensus

 Hilbert metric as a Finsler-Lyapunov function to study contraction 
 the consensus (=Perron-Frobenius) direction as a symmetry to be 

factored out in the contraction analysis
 Projective contraction + row-stochasticity as horizontal contraction

Consensus theory connects to contraction analysis by interpreting

A differential Lyapunov framework for contraction analysis, 
F. Forni and RS, TAC 2014.
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Reading the paper to the end...
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The importance of 



19(from Hirsch and Smith, 2004)

An analyst viewpoint on Perron-Frobenius theory 



A differential geometric viewpoint on PF theory



The main result: the PF vector field determines the 
asymptotic behavior

(Theorem 3)
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Current work:

Positivity is the local contraction property of the 
consensus rule

          “move towards the average of your neighbors” 

Inferring the cone field from the space geometry.

(Kuramoto model, phase synchronization, ...)

Differential positivity and
                      consensus on nonlinear spaces
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Hodgkin-Huxley electrical circuit is a mixed 
feedback interconnection of monotone systems
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 +  
VI

passive
RC circuit

fast lag

slow lag

sodium (E, fast) 

potassium (I, slow) 
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Current work:

Inferring the cone field from monotonicity of the blocks + 
the interconnection structure

(Negative feedback is not cone-preserving)

(Biological oscillators, bursters, ...)

Differential positivity and
                      interconnection of monotone systems



Conclusion: differential positivity 
                                    = 
                    smooth patching of local orders
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How weak is differential positivity ?

FORBIDDEN

ALLOWED

Local ordering is a weak property.
Smooth global patching is a demanding property.


